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with Norfolk manufacturers ; and the fact that labour was
apparently cheaper in the North than in Norwich made the
experiment feasible.
1 Defoe, Tour of Great Britain (ed. 1724), i. letter i. 91.
(i) Page 84, note i
The introduction of the worsted trade opened up a new
page in the history of Yorkshire, whose staple industry in
early times had been the manufacture of a coarse cloth
called * kersey', though broadcloth was also made in the
county.    In   1727   Defoe   enumerated   shalloons   (worsted
cloth) along with broad woollen cloth and narrow woollen
cloth   (kersies)   as  " the  three  articles  of  that  country's
labour " x.    The competition of Yorkshire with other centres
of industry began to attract attention in the early decades
of the eighteenth century.    T. Cowper in 1741 remarked:
" Though  some towns have sunk  in  trade,  others have
advanced.    For I remember, in my time, the rise of some
towns and the fall of others in that [woollen] manufactory—
viz. Sudbury, and I think Farnham, were famous for making
shalloons, as was also Newbury.    Then Kettering, a little
market town in Northamptonshire, from manufacturing 20
or 30 pieces of dyed serges weekly fell into making shalloons,
rivalled the towns above mentioned, and sent to London
market upwards of 1000 pieces per week.    Yorkshire hath
rivalled them since by under-working them, and very much
decreased their trade, as also lowered their prices ;   they
have also robbed the West and East;   for I am told they
not only make long ells but bays in imitation of Bocking
bays, and sell them much cheaper for the reasons afore-
said " \    A writer  in The Gentleman's Magazine (1743) 3
replied to the allegation of " the woollen trade in the West
being removed into other parts of the kingdom, particularly
to   Halifax   and  the  western   parts  of  Yorkshire"«    He
claimed that " this is true only of one inconsiderable branch,
viz. white bays ".    In 1748 Morant asserted that the trade
of Colchester had " removed in a great measure into the
West and northern parts of this kingdom, where provisions

